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Basic information 

Date:  30 August 2012 
    

 

Public finance trends: 2010 results and 2011-
2016 forecasts 

Financial statistics provide a general snapshot of the financial position of the government 
units (Confederation, cantons, communes and social security funds). The Federal Finance 
Administration (FFA) has just published the definitive data on public finances for 2010. This 
overview contains the financial statistics accounting results for the Confederation, cantons, 
communes and social security funds, as well as forecasts for all sectors for 2011-2016. This 
paper gives a detailed presentation and analysis of the data. Comprehensive time series and 
data pertaining to individual government units can be found online1

Overview of financial statistics models 

. The commented annual 
report will be available electronically and in hard copy at the end of October 2012. 

The 2008 fiscal year saw a complete overhaul of the financial statistics, with all data being 
recorded, processed and evaluated in line with the new accounting models of the 
Confederation (NAM) and the cantons and communes (HRM2). This data is reported in the 
financial statistics using the FS Model. 

The statistics are also presented according to the GFS Model (Government Finance 
Statistics Model), in which the international fiscal policy standards of the International 
Monetary Fund (IMF) are implemented.  

Both models use the same delimitation criteria for determining the consolidation scope as 
those used in the national accounts. A distinction is made between the economic sub-sectors 
Confederation (including separate accounts), cantons, communes, social security funds and 
the entire consolidated general government sector. However, the two models serve different 

                                            
1 http://www.efv.admin.ch/d/dokumentation/finanzstatistik/berichterstattung.php  
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purposes (see Table 1). It should be noted that the inclusion of separate accounts2

Table 1:  Differences between the financial statistics models published in the 
synoptic tables 

 in the 
case of the Confederation, for example, leads to indicators that are not directly comparable 
with those produced in the financial reporting of the Confederation. 

 

 

1. Consolidated closing accounts of the government units (FS Model) 

For the national financial statistics according to the FS Model, the closing accounts of the 
various government units are restated in a uniform structure, based on the harmonised 
accounting model for the cantons and communes (HRM2). This approach provides for a 
direct comparison of the government units within Switzerland. Table 2 shows how the 
financing statements for 2009 to 2016 pan out under the FS Model. The ordinary fiscal 
balance refers to the balance of ordinary receipts and expenditure; the overall fiscal balance 
also includes extraordinary transactions and therefore corresponds to the overall result of the 
financing statement. Economic aspects can thus be better described using the ordinary fiscal 
balance. The breakdown between ordinary and extraordinary effects is the same as that 
used in the financial statements of the Confederation, cantons and communes in accordance 
with their legal framework. 

The general government's ordinary fiscal balance deteriorated significantly in the aftermath 
of the financial and economic crisis, reaching its lowest point in 2010. Standing at 
CHF 2.9 billion in 2010, it was far away from deficitary territory, however. While the 
Confederation's ordinary fiscal balance was CHF 342 million higher than in 2009, delayed 
repercussions of the economic slump were responsible for lower balances for the cantons 
and social security funds, and the continued negative balance posted by the communes. On 
a year-on-year basis, the deterioration in the ordinary balance was relatively small at CHF -
401 million for the cantons and CHF -269 million for the communes. The communes thus 
moved somewhat further into deficitary territory, closing at CHF -470 million, whereas the 

                                            
2 In addition to the federal accounts, the following units are also recognized in the Confederation sub-

sector: fund for major railway projects, infrastructure fund, ETH Domain, Swiss Alcohol Board, 
Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational Education and Training, Swiss National Museum, Pro 
Helvetia, Swiss National Science Foundation, and Switzerland Tourism. 

FS Model GFS Model

Basis
National accounting and reporting 
standards of the Confederation (NRM) 
and of the cantons (HRM2)

International accounting and reporting 
standards of the IMF (GFSM 2001)

Purpose
National comparability of government 
units

International comparability of 
government units

Data

Consolidated accounting results of the 
government units (receipts, expenditure, 
balances), tax receipts, gross debt

Government unit indicators 
(deficit/surplus ratio, tax-to-GDP ratio, 
general government expenditure ratio, 
gross debt ratio)

Scope of 
consolidation

The economic sub-sectors 
(Confederation, cantons, communes, 
social security funds) and the general 
government sector, right down to the 
level of individual budgets (towns, 
cantons, social security funds)

Only at the level of the economic sub-
sectors (Confederation, cantons, 
communes, social security funds) and 
the general government sector

Presentation In Swiss francs In % of GDP
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cantons continued to post a surplus of CHF 1.8 billion. The most important factor, however, 
was the dramatic fall seen by the social security funds. Their deficit rose by more than 
CHF 700 million to reach CHF 1.3 billion in 2010. This reflects the expected delayed 
response to the previous years' economic slowdown, particularly in the increase in 
expenditure on unemployment insurance. 

Table 2: 2009-2016 fiscal balance: FS Model, in CHF mn 

 

With the improvement in the prevailing economic conditions, the general government's 
ordinary fiscal balance rose by more than CHF 3.1 billion in 2011. The Confederation's 
balance shrank by just over CHF 1.4 billion to almost CHF 1.5 billion, due among other 
things to the package of measures to cushion the strength of the Swiss franc. The ordinary 
fiscal balance of the cantons and communes improved slightly, but the communes posted a 
small deficit of CHF 247 million. There was a huge improvement in the social security funds' 
result, with a striking surplus of almost CHF 2.8 billion posted after a big deficit the previous 
year. This was due to the additional disability insurance receipts from VAT and the revision of 
the Unemployment Insurance Act (UIA). 

2012 remains dominated by flagging economic growth, although significantly better results 
are to be expected than in February's publication. The general government's ordinary 
balance has shrunk by more than CHF 2 billion, and now amounts to CHF 3.9 billion. The 
situation for the Confederation is looking considerably better than recently expected. Based 
on the current extrapolation, a significant reduction in expenditure is anticipated, driven by 
much lower interest payable, among other things. The Confederation (including separate 
accounts) should thus close with a surplus of CHF 674 million instead of the deficit of CHF 
1.6 billion expected until recently. Compared with February's publication, the deficits 
expected for the Confederation have declined for the years ahead. Following a deficit of just 
over CHF 1.3 billion in 2014, smaller deficits of around CHF 500 million are expected in 2015 
and 2016. 

The cantons and communes have been feeling the effects of the economic weakness in 
2012, although the slowdown is less pronounced than expected until recently because of the 
improved GDP forecasts (1.4% in June vs. 0.5% in December). The cantons' ordinary 
balance has shrunk by almost CHF 600 million, and that of the communes by 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Confederation1) Receipts 68'082   62'942   64'693   64'205   64'594   66'415   68'905   71'253   

Expenditure 58'704   60'031   64'072   62'793   65'721   67'790   69'423   71'724   
Overall fiscal balance 9'378     2'912     621       1'412     -1'127    -1'375    -518      -471      

Ordinary fiscal balance 2'570      2'912      1'479      674         -1'127     -1'375     -518        -471        
Cantons Receipts 75'701   76'886   79'156   80'211   82'313   85'625   88'989   92'728   

Expenditure 73'440   75'517   79'740   78'764   80'034   82'776   85'071   88'093   
Overall fiscal balance 2'261     1'369     -585      1'446     2'279     2'848     3'918     4'635     

Ordinary fiscal balance 2'212      1'811      2'032      1'446      2'279      2'848      3'918      4'635      
Communes Receipts 42'366   42'528   43'525   44'091   45'031   46'399   47'780   49'287   

Expenditure 42'859   43'017   43'773   44'513   45'224   46'097   46'931   47'847   
Overall fiscal balance -492      -489      -247      -422      -193      302       849       1'440     

Ordinary fiscal balance -201        -470        -247        -422        -193        302         849         1'440      
Social security Receipts 53'245   53'541   57'920   59'029   60'101   61'019   62'036   62'940   
funds Expenditure 53'878   54'877   55'149   56'833   58'424   59'310   60'375   60'901   

Overall fiscal balance -632      -1'335    2'771     2'196     1'677     1'709     1'661     2'039     
Ordinary fiscal balance -632        -1'335     2'771      2'196      1'677      1'709      1'661      2'039      

General Receipts 196'051 191'864 198'310 199'617 203'199 209'536 216'422 223'493 
government Expenditure 185'536 189'408 195'750 194'985 200'563 206'052 210'511 215'850 

Overall fiscal balance 10'515   2'457     2'560     4'632     2'636     3'484     5'911     7'643     
Ordinary fiscal balance 3'948      2'916      6'035      3'894      2'636      3'484      5'911      7'643      

1) Including separate accounts
Grayed: estimates
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CHF 175 million, with the communes still in deficitary territory. Both the cantons and 
communes will recover quite quickly in subsequent years, however, and could post 
impressive surpluses again up to the end of the forecast horizon. 

The weaker economy is also apparent for the social security funds in 2012. This is 
particularly true in the case of unemployment insurance, whose strong expenditure growth 
has caused the balance to decline by approximately CHF 1 billion. Nevertheless, the entire 
social security sector has a considerable surplus of CHF 2.2 billion. After a slight dip in 2013 
to 2015, the balance will return to CHF 2 billion in 2016. 

The general government's overall fiscal balance was only slightly different from the ordinary 
balance in 2010. The plunge of CHF 8 billion relative to the previous year's overall fiscal bal-
ance was due to extraordinary receipts for the Confederation resulting from the sale of the 
UBS mandatory convertible notes in 2009 (see Table 2 and Figure 1). 

Compared with the ordinary balance, the overall fiscal balance of the general government 
was almost CHF 3.5 billion lower in 2011 due to various excessive costs. In the case of the 
Confederation, the overall result was driven down by the extraordinary restructuring 
contribution to the SBB pension fund. Among the cantons, the funding of the pension fund in 
the Canton of Zurich pushed down the overall fiscal balance, with the result that the cantons 
overall even posted a deficit of CHF 585 million. 

The overall fiscal balance of the general government is more than CHF 700 million higher 
than the ordinary balance in 2012 due to the Confederation's extraordinary receipts 
generated by the sale of mobile radio frequencies. As no extraordinary transactions are 
expected from 2013 onward, the overall fiscal balance for 2013-2016 corresponds to the 
ordinary balance. 

Figure 1: 1990-2016 overall fiscal balance: FS Model, in CHF mn 
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2. Financial statistics according to the GFS Model 

The finances of the government units have also been published in the GFS Model according 
to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) standards since 2008. These are calculated on the 
basis of the results of the FS Model. The methodology followed is taken from the IMF's Gov-
ernment Finance Statistics Manual 2001 (GFSM 2001).  

Government Finance Statistics Model 

Like with the FS Model, the GFS Model also uses the accrual basis of accounting, the main 
feature of which is the allocation of business transactions to the corresponding accounting 
period. The GFS Model does not provide a breakdown between ordinary and extraordinary 
results, and instead distinguishes between transactions and other economic flows. While the 
net operating balance3 and net lending/borrowing4 are derived from transactions and can be 
controlled by fiscal policy, unanticipated events and changes in the value of stocks are con-
sidered other economic flows, which are beyond policy control. Stocks are valued in accor-
dance with the "true and fair" principle, whereby negotiable assets and liabilities in particular 
are recognized in the balance sheet5

Investments are also reported differently in the GFS Model than in the FS Model. A key vari-
able in the statement of investments in the GFS Model is what is termed the net acquisition 
of non-financial assets. This is defined as acquisitions less disposals of non-financial assets 
and the consumption of fixed capital, and is classified as expenditure. Unlike in the FS Mod-
el, however, loans and financial interests are not booked as investments and are thus not 
included when calculating the accounting results. Investment contributions to other general 
government levels are posted as "transfers" in the statement of financial performance. 

 at fair value. 

The indicators of the government units established by the financial statistics comprise a set 
of five aggregates, each of which is expressed as a percentage of nominal GDP (see 
Table 3). The financial statistics indicators based on the GFS Model are stated in accordance 
with the IMF standards, with the exception of the debt ratio, which is also calculated with 
reference to the EU's Maastricht criteria. This ensures that the indicators are internationally 
comparable. Analogously to the FS Model data, these ratios are based on the 2010 results 
for the Confederation, cantons, communes and social security funds. 

 
Lower ratios due to revised GDP series 

The Federal Statistical Office (FSO) revised nominal GDP upward at the end of June 2012. 
This had a direct impact on the ratios shown here. Compared with the situation in February 
2012, the values for the tax-to-GDP ratio, general government expenditure ratio, debt ratio 
and gross debt ratio are 1 to 2 percentage points lower on average. The differences are 
minor in the case of the deficit/surplus ratio. 
 

                                            
3 Net operating balance  = revenue – expenses 

4 Net lending/borrowing  = Net operating balance – net acquisition of non-financial assets  
 = general government receipts – general government expenditure 

5 The term balance sheet is used in the GFS Model instead of the term statement of financial position. 
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Table 3: 2009-2016 indicators, GFS Model, in % of GDP 

 

Although the GFS Model's deficit/surplus ratio is determined according to different 
standards than the overall fiscal balance in the FS Model, similar trends can generally be 
observed. In 2010, the ratio fell by 0.3 percentage points to 0.2% of GDP in the wake of the 
financial and economic crisis. It remained stable only in the case of the communes. The 
other sub-sectors suffered a decline of 0.1 percentage points each. 

Regarding the trend for 2011, the key items are extraordinary expenses for the 
Confederation (funding of SBB pension fund) and for the cantons (funding of Canton of 
Zurich pension fund). They are recognized in the operating statement in the GFS Model and 
are included accordingly in the calculation of the indicators. The ratio was thus 0.1% of GDP 
for the Confederation and -0.2% for the cantons. The communes maintained their deficit ratio 
stable at -0.1%, while the social security funds rapidly improved their result by 0.8 
percentage points thanks to unemployment insurance and disability insurance reforms.  

Like in the case of the FS Model, the slump originally feared has not materialized in the GFS 
Model either in 2012; a surplus of 0.7% of GDP is now expected. A key factor here is the 
new forecast for the Confederation, resulting in a surplus of 0.3% of GDP instead of a deficit 
of 0.2%. This improvement is due to a significant reduction in expenditure. Due to the low 
level of interest rates, there is extensive unutilized credit when it comes to interest payable. 
The situation has brightened for the cantons and social security funds too. The improved 
economic forecast is particularly relevant here. June's GDP forecast for 2012 has been 
revised to 1.4%, up from 0.5% in December. Consequently, receipts can be expected to 
increase significantly for the cantons, while the social security funds will be able to benefit 
from lower expenditure, particularly in the case of unemployment insurance. 

In 2013, the general government's surplus ratio is set to fall to 0.4% of GDP, and then 
continually improve in the following years. A surplus of 0.9% of GDP is expected for the 
general government in 2016. The ratio's steady increase is due primarily to the balances of 
the cantons and communes. In contrast, the social security funds are to post persistently 

2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Deficit/surplus ratio Confederation1 0.4% 0.3% 0.1% 0.3% -0.1% -0.1% 0.0% 0.0%

Cantons 0.4% 0.3% -0.2% 0.2% 0.3% 0.3% 0.4% 0.5%
Communes -0.1% -0.1% -0.1% -0.1% -0.1% 0.0% 0.1% 0.2%
Social security funds -0.2% -0.3% 0.5% 0.4% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3% 0.3%
General government 0.5% 0.2% 0.4% 0.7% 0.4% 0.5% 0.8% 0.9%

Tax-to-GDP ratio Confederation1 10.4% 10.2% 10.3% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.0% 10.1%
Cantons 7.0% 6.8% 6.9% 6.9% 7.0% 7.0% 7.0% 7.1%
Communes 4.4% 4.3% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2% 4.2% 4.1%
Social security funds 6.9% 6.7% 6.9% 7.0% 7.0% 6.9% 6.7% 6.6%
General government 28.7% 28.0% 28.3% 28.1% 28.2% 28.1% 28.0% 27.9%

Expenditure ratio Confederation1 10.5% 10.3% 10.7% 10.4% 10.6% 10.6% 10.5% 10.5%
Cantons 13.1% 13.0% 13.5% 13.2% 13.2% 13.3% 13.3% 13.4%
Communes 7.7% 7.4% 7.4% 7.4% 7.3% 7.3% 7.2% 7.1%
Social security funds 9.7% 9.6% 9.3% 9.5% 9.5% 9.4% 9.3% 9.1%
General government 33.2% 32.7% 32.9% 32.4% 32.7% 32.6% 32.4% 32.2%

Debt ratio Confederation1 20.0% 19.1% 18.7% 18.8% 18.4% 17.6% 17.4% 16.2%
with reference to Cantons 9.5% 9.1% 8.5% 8.2% 7.7% 7.2% 6.7% 6.3%
the Maastricht definition Communes 8.2% 8.0% 7.7% 7.5% 7.3% 7.1% 6.9% 6.7%

Social security funds 1.0% 1.3% 1.0% 0.9% 0.8% 0.7% 0.6% 0.5%
General government 37.7% 36.3% 35.0% 34.5% 33.4% 31.9% 31.0% 29.2%

Gross debt ratio as Confederation1 25.8% 24.8% 24.7% 24.9% 24.6% 23.7% 23.4% 22.1%
defined by the IMF Cantons 12.8% 12.2% 11.5% 11.2% 10.6% 9.9% 9.4% 8.9%

Communes 11.1% 10.9% 10.7% 10.5% 10.4% 10.2% 10.0% 9.7%
Social security funds 1.1% 1.4% 1.1% 1.0% 0.9% 0.8% 0.7% 0.6%
General government 49.8% 48.0% 47.0% 46.7% 45.6% 43.9% 42.9% 40.8%

1) Including separate accounts
Grayed: estimates
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sound surpluses of 0.3% of GDP, and the Confederation is set to move from a slight deficit in 
2013 to a balance in 2016. 

Figure 2: 1990-2016 deficit/surplus ratio, in % of GDP 

 

The tax-to GDP ratio represents tax receipts and social security charges as a percentage of 
GDP. The general government tax-to-GDP ratio has been relatively stable at around 28% 
since 2000 (see Figure 3). The revision of the GDP series carried out by the Federal 
Statistical Office (FSO) led to a lasting increase in the level of GDP, pushing all of the ratios 
downward. Before the revision, the tax-to-GDP ratio was always just under 30% in the last 
few years.  

Although tax receipts and social security contributions increased across all sectors except 
the communes in 2010, stronger GDP growth in that year produced a dip in the tax-to-GDP 
ratio, which went from 28.7% in 2009 to 28.0% in 2010. However, the increase in tax receipts 
was considerably smaller than in previous years in all sectors. This was due to the delayed 
impact of the previous years' crisis and cantonal tax relief measures, which slowed down the 
growth in the cantons' tax receipts. Relative to the previous year, the tax-to-GDP ratio fell by 
0.1 to 0.2 percentage points in all sectors in 2010. 

The significant increase in tax revenue posted by the Confederation and social security funds 
caused the tax-to-GDP ratio to edge up to 28.3% in 2011. This was primarily influenced by 
reforms to the social security funds and the reversal of withholding tax provisions. The 
general government tax-to-GDP ratio is set to stagnate at approximately 28% in subsequent 
years, and reach 27.9% in 2016. 

The general government expenditure ratio corresponds to the expenditure of government 
units as a percentage of GDP. From 2003 to 2008, the development of this ratio was marked 
by the very healthy economic conditions and could be lowered considerably from 37.2% to 
31.3% (see Figure 3). The decline in the general government expenditure ratio seen in 2008 
was additionally due to the revised delimitation of the general government sector, particularly 
at the cantonal and commune level (see also Appendix 1).  
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In contrast, the ratio shot up in 2009, as the poor economic climate in all sectors was 
accompanied by additional expenditure. Due to the simultaneous fall in GDP, the general 
government expenditure ratio thereby rose by 1.9 percentage points to 33.2%. The general 
government expenditure ratio plunged again in 2010, as nominal GDP posted a significant 
increase of 2.8%. The ratio's upswing to 32.9% in 2011 was caused primarily by the 
extraordinary expenses within the scope of the funding of the SBB and Canton of Zurich 
pension funds. The general government expenditure ratio is set to fall back to 32.4% of GDP 
this year. 

After temporarily rising to 32.7% in 2013, the general government expenditure ratio will 
contract continually up to 2016 and reach 32.2%. The Confederation's expenditure as a 
percentage of GDP is set to remain at 10.5% from 2013. Regarding the cantons, the ratio is 
likely to edge up to 13.4% up to 2016, while it will fall slightly to 7.1% for the communes. The 
social security funds will be able to lower their ratio by 0.4 percentage points between 2013 
and 2016. 

Figure 3: 1990-2016 tax-to-GDP ratio and general government expenditure ratio of 
government units, in % of GDP 

 

The debt ratio of the government units is stated in the financial statistics with reference to 
the gross debt ratio based on the Maastricht criteria of the EU. Since 2003, the gross debt 
ratio in the individual sectors and accordingly also of the general government has been 
reduced continuously, thanks in part to high surpluses. The debt ratio has been below 40% 
of GDP since 2008 and fell to 36.3% by 2010. 

Thanks to some high surpluses, this debt ratio was further reduced in all government sub-
sectors in 2011, and reached 35% of GDP, down a total of 1.3 percentage points. The debt 
ratio had not been at such a low level since the start of the 1990s. The debt ratio is 
continuing to decline in 2012 thanks to the expected surpluses and the brighter economic 
outlook than in February's publication, albeit at a slower pace than previously because of the 
still sluggish economy overall. A short-term uptick in the ratio can be expected only at federal 
level, as the Confederation will have high treasury requirements at the end of 2012 for 
redeeming bonds outstanding at the start of 2013. However, this temporary rise will not 
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jeopardize the longer-term trend of declining debt ratios in all sub-sectors, and the debt ratio 
for the general government sector as a whole should recede further in the next few years. 
The ratio should fall more quickly from 2013 onward, and even stand at less than 30% of 
GDP in 2016 (Figure 4).  

Figure 4:  1990-2016 gross debt for all sub-sectors, in CHF bn (left scale) and in % 
of GDP for the general government (right scale) 

 

The gross debt ratio states general government debt according to the IMF definition as a 
percentage of GDP. It includes more balance sheet items (e.g. provisions) than Maastricht 
debt and is therefore always higher in principle. Another important difference is that the IMF 
requires market valuation of debt capital. The IMF gross debt ratio is therefore subject to 
significantly greater fluctuations than the Maastricht debt ratio, where debt is included at 
nominal value. Nonetheless, the IMF gross debt ratio is expected to follow a similar trend to 
the Maastricht debt ratio. Thanks to the high surpluses achieved in previous years, it 
declined steadily until 2011, reaching 47% of GDP. 2012 is continuing to see a decline, as 
with the Maastricht debt ratio, albeit at a somewhat slower pace. The gross debt ratio's 
decline may continue unabated in subsequent years, like that of the Maastricht debt ratio, 
and reach 40.8% of GDP by 2016.  

Differentiation between gross debt as defined by the Maastricht criteria and the IMF 

A key control variable in fiscal policy is the gross debt ratio of the government units. This is 
calculated in the FS Model with reference to the Maastricht criteria. The GFS Model, 
however, places greater emphasis on the IMF's definition of gross debt, both in absolute 
terms and as a percentage of GDP. Figure 5 compares the two measures between 1990 and 
2016. Because gross debt as defined by the Maastricht criteria is a subset of the IMF 
definition, it is always lower than it. With reference to the Maastricht definition, the state's 
debt comprises only liabilities in the form of currency and deposits, debt instruments and 
loans. Other liabilities such as provisions and deferred income are not included. Debt is 
valued at nominal (face) value.  
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Meanwhile, the IMF's international standards focus on that body's own definition of gross 
debt, also used by other international organizations in their statistics, such as the OECD. 
Here, the gross debt position is defined as virtually all liabilities on the balance sheet. Thus, 
in addition to the items included in the Maastricht definition, it also covers the claims of 
insurance companies and pension funds as well as other liabilities (including deferred 
income). However, shares and other equity (in public companies) and financial derivatives 
are not included in this definition of debt. Furthermore, under the IMF standards, liabilities are 
valued at market value. This is why bonds and other market-traded debt instruments, in 
particular, were at a relatively high level in recent years compared with their nominal value.  

Figure 5: Government units' debt ratio as defined by the Maastricht criteria and gross 
debt as defined by the IMF in accordance with GFSM 2001; 1990-2016, 
in % of GDP 

 

Further details: Peter Steiner, Head of Financial Statistics Section,  
Federal Finance Administration (FFA), tel. 031 323 80 50,  
peter.steiner@efv.admin.ch 

Data orders: 031 322 15 44, finstat@efv.admin.ch 
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Appendix 1: Differences between financial statistics and state financial statements 

The differences between the figures published by Financial Statistics and the government 
units' own state financial statements are explained below. Such discrepancies can occur at 
all sub-sectors of the general government (Confederation, cantons, communes and social 
security funds). They generally arise as a result of differences in the understanding of the 
scope of consolidation, i.e. the sectoring of financial statistics. For the purpose of financial 
statistics, the entities included in the general government sector are defined in accordance 
with the criteria of the European System of Accounts of 1995 (ESA 95). Thus, in addition to 
the Confederation as the parent entity, the cantons, communes and social security funds, all 
other entities meeting these criteria are included. In financial statistics, general government 
units are all entities that are independent institutions under state control and which either: 

• collect taxes,  

• redistribute income and wealth, or 

• fund less than half of their production costs on the market.  

Institutions not meeting these criteria are not included or are deleted from the state financial 
statements. Thus, public corporations like hospitals, electricity, gas and district heating 
plants, transportation companies, waterworks, waste incineration plants and antenna 
installations that cover over half of their production costs through the sale of goods and 
services or through fees do not fall under the general government sector. Likewise, the 
general government sector does not include state financial institutions and financial service 
providers such as the Swiss National Bank, cantonal banks or public-sector pension funds. 
These are classified as financial corporations.  

As an example of the effects of the different definitions set out above, this section looks in 
detail at the differences between the financial statistics and the state financial statements in 
the Confederation's financial reporting. According to the financial statistics, the Confederation 
sub-sector comprises the Confederation itself as the parent entity as well as the separate 
accounts that appear in the Confederation's financial reporting but which are not 
consolidated with the parent entity (ETH Domain, the Swiss Alcohol Board, the Infrastructure 
fund and the FinPT fund for the financing of major railway projects). It also includes the 
decentralized entities that are more than 50% funded by the Confederation, as set out in the 
ESA 95 criteria (Swiss National Science Foundation, Swiss Federal Institute for Vocational 
Education and Training, Pro Helvetia Arts Council and Switzerland Tourism). On the other 
hand, FINMA and its predecessors are funded mainly through fees and supervisory duties 
paid by the regulated bodies and are thus not included or were eliminated from the state 
financial statements in 2008. Starting in 2009, FINMA is also no longer included in the state 
financial statements of the Confederation. The differences between the national FS Model 
and the international GFS Model should also be taken into account. These exist primarily 
through the different treatment of those investments that are booked in the GFS Model as 
financial and non-financial transactions or through the separate booking of other economic 
flows in the GFS Model. Table 4 shows the steps involved in moving from the balances in the 
state financial statements in accordance with the financial reporting to the balances 
calculated using the GFS Model. 
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Table 4: Differences in the Confederation's financial reporting – FS Model – GFS Model, in CHF mn 

 

Overall fiscal balance of the Confederation

Confederation1) 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
 
Ordinary fiscal balance in accordance with financial reporting 1'058 -2'012 -2'863 -7'818 -5'102 -3'263 -3'743 -5'269 -858 -2'352 3'970
+ Extraordinary fiscal balance in accordance with financial reporting 0 0 0 0 0 0 -620 0 1'342 -288 582
Overall fiscal balance in accordance with financial reporting 1'058 -2'012 -2'863 -7'818 -5'102 -3'263 -4'363 -5'269 484 -2'640 4'552
+ Balance from consolidation of seperate accounts of the federal fin. statements2) 0 0 0 -540 -212 -228 -396 -261 -373 -617 -766
+ Balance from consolidation of additional seperate accounts3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
+ Balance of special factors4) -1'837 -2'032 -2'176 -1'381 -1'604 -1'204 -1'014 0 0 0 0
Overall fiscal balance in accordance with FS Model -779 -4'044 -5'040 -9'739 -6'918 -4'695 -5'773 -5'530 111 -3'257 3'786
Balance sheet transactions adjustment5) 345 522 437 3'006 1'648 97 662 1'722 -2'113 62 480
Other economic flows adjustment5) 0 -8 -11 -4 -3 -7 -7 -6 0 -13 -31
Accrual accounting6) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net lending/borrowing in accordance with GFS Model -434 -3'529 -4'613 -6'737 -5'273 -4'604 -5'118 -3'814 -2'001 -3'207 4'235

Confederation1) 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011
 
Ordinary fiscal balance in accordance with financial reporting -225 -2'629 -2'801 -1'656 -121 2'534 4'127 7'296 2'721 3'567 1'912
+ Extraordinary fiscal balance in accordance with financial reporting -877 3'015 0 -1'121 1'350 3'203 754 -10'858 7'024 -427 -1'708
Overall fiscal balance in accordance with financial reporting -1'102 386 -2'801 -2'777 1'229 5'738 4'881 -3'562 9'745 3'140 204
+ Balance from consolidation of seperate accounts of the federal fin. statements2) -598 -881 -972 -934 -850 -328 -301 1'947 -382 -210 341
+ Balance from consolidation of additional seperate accounts3) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -6 15 -18 76
+ Balance of special factors4) 0 0 0 0 0 0 -8'019 1'674 0 0 0
Overall fiscal balance in accordance with FS Model -1'700 -496 -3'773 -3'711 379 5'410 -3'438 54 9'378 2'912 621
Balance sheet transactions adjustment5) 758 -2'525 1'180 1'558 -172 -2'213 1'015 6'886 -5'342 795 652
Other economic flows adjustment5) -44 -6 0 0 0 0 0 -65 -411 -186 -454
Accrual accounting6) 0 0 -20 -153 -126 -152 -216 -1'658 -1'134 -1'699 -272
Net lending/borrowing in accordance with GFS Model -986 -3'027 -2'613 -2'306 81 3'045 -2'639 5'217 2'491 1'822 546
1) In CHF mn 4) 1990-1996: Federal Pension Fund surplus receipts, 2008: transition to fiscal equalization system
2) ETH, FinPT, Infrastructure Fund, Swiss Alcohol Board 5) Not included in the balance in accordance with GFS

6) Entries without a financial impact (included in the GFS balance), other GFS accruals3) Separate accounts in accordance with financial statistics (FINMA, SFIVET, Swiss National 
Science Foundation, Pro Helvetia, Switzerland Tourism, Swiss National Museum)
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Appendix 2: Data sources 

The financial statistics are based on the data disclosed in the state financial statements of 
the Confederation and all the cantons as well as the annual reports of some 800 communes. 
All cities and cantonal capitals as well as random samples per canton are taken into account. 
Based on the accounts of the communes surveyed, estimates and extrapolations are made 
for the other communes per canton. Public social security funds are also included (old-age, 
disability, loss-of-income and unemployment benefits, family allowances in agriculture, 
maternity insurance in Geneva). Institutions that are counted in the government units but not 
included in the accounts of the state and communes are integrated into the statistics for the 
sake of comparability and completeness. However, public corporations that are consolidated 
in the state and commune accounts are excluded (see Appendix 1). For these reasons, the 
evaluations in the financial statistics do not necessarily correspond to the financial 
statements published by the Confederation, cantons, communes or social security funds. 

Due to the vast workload involved in compiling and harmonizing the data, there is generally a 
time lag of some 18 months before publication of the definitive results for each fiscal year. 
However, estimates can be used to provide more up-to-date statements and forecasts for the 
general government sector and the individual sub-sectors (see Table 5). These should be 
interpreted with due caution, however. 

Updated data will be published online on 30 August 2012; the 2010 annual report will be 
available electronically and in hard copy in October. All data tables and information on the 
methods are also available online1

Table 5: Availability of financial statistics data, August 2012 

. 

 

 

                                            
1 http://www.efv.admin.ch/d/dokumentation/finanzstatistik/berichterstattung.php  

Sub-sector Up to 2010 2011 2012-2016
Confederation Financial Financial Budget/financial plans
Cantons Financial 

statements
Financial 
statements

Estimates

Communes Financial 
statements

Estimates Estimates

Social security funds Financial 
statements

Financial 
statements

Financial plans

General government Financial 
statements

Estimates Estimates
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